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Passive Income
True Decentralised Passive Income Ecosystem

With the ambition to create an ecosystem which is based around true
passive income generation the company “Passive Income” was born.
Our aim is to create a true passive income ecosystem and provide
high quality blockchain services for our clients.
With our company being experienced on all blockchain related areas
you will be in good hands with us.
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BUSD Planet is the first “Planet” rewards token that was released on Binance Smart Chain,
with a mechanism that distributes rewards in BUSD to holders automatically!
This means that with BUSD Planet, holders can get a genuine source of passive income paid
out in BUSD, simply by holding the token! 5% of all Buy/Sells distributed to token holders in
BUSD.
Beside the reward mechanism, We want to do donations to help save the planet and we are
ready to corporate with all possible partners to reach our goal.
Our mission is to provide science-based solutions through collaborative partnerships to address evolving economic, environmental, and social pressures on our ocean and coasts.
BUSD Planet aims to be the greatest reflection coin in existence! $BPT is a deflationary BSC
Token with latest features like Anti-whale system and a Buyback system.
Our mission is to build the best community possible and to evolve the meme token space.
We plan on building utility and donating to save the Planet.
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AGREEMENT
We are happy to announce that we have finalised the KYC procedure for the token $BPTv.
This includes full KYC documentation, along with an agreement on what happens following a breach of trust from the CEO of BUSD Planet.
If it is determined that the CEO of BUSD Planet has deliberately mis-lead their community or has damaged the reputation or price
of BUSD Planet beyond reasonable repair, then we hold verified documentation that will be shared with relevant local law enforcement.
The following actions constitute financial fraud:
• Rug pull (removing the liquidity of a token with the intention to steal the funds)
• Dev sales of an unnecessary large amount of tokens that results in the price hitting (or approaching) an all time low
• False statements by company directors with the aim of inflating the value of a token
Passive Income is working hard to ensure the continued safety of our investors.
Our KYC service is available for any CEO who is looking to build trust with their community.
With the real threat of jail time (non-cash financial fraud has a minimum sentence of 3 years in the European Union),
we believe this is a true deterrent for anyone looking to make a quick win by defrauding their community.

We thank the CEO of BUSD Planet for their co-operation and are looking forward to the success of their project.
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